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Compact storage. Easy transportation.

Assembles quickly and easily: in about a
half hour by one or two people, compared
to up to an hour and a half for other similar
storage carts. All tools and hardware
included. 

Store posts efficiently and transport them easily with the Horizontal Post Cart, available in 12 and 24 post capacities. 
The 24 post model is the largest capacity on the market and allows you to store 24 posts in just a 45” wide x 34.5“ long space,

compared to 54” wide x 84” long for posts stored on the floor — that’s 1/3rd the storage footprint.  

Model # HPSC-12Model # HPSC-24

Compact shipping:  via UPS or FedEx
to avoid expensive freight costs.

Small storage footprint: store posts
horizontally when not in use instead
of using up floor space. 

Upgrade from a 12 to 24
capacity cart: easily add
extension at any time.  

Swivel wheels: maneuver the
cart easily but lock into place
when stationary.   

45”
34.5”

Additional Features

Padded surfaces: protect the post finish.

Compatible with all manufacturer’s retractable or
conventional stanchions up to 2¾” diameter.  

Dimensions
12 Post Cart
24 Post Cart

Empty Full
45”L x 34.5”W x 45”H
45”L x 34.5”W x 81”H

33”L x 33” W x 42” H
33”L x 33” W x 77” H

Bungees: secure posts on top rack of 24 Post Cart. 

The HSPC-24 will fit through standard 80” doorways with
21 posts loaded on the cart.

Horizontal Post Storage Cart
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Featured Product: Model VPSC-18

Quick, safe and efficient post storage.
The Vertical Post Storage Cart allows you to set up and break down queue lines safely and efficiently. Posts only require a 17” lift

to load them onto the cart, reducing potential back injuries. Store and transport up to 18 posts at a time, or remove the top post rack
to use as a standard flat cargo cart. 

Model # VPSC-18

Posts only require a 17” lift: no need
to flip posts upside down or sideways
to load the cart. 

Bungees: secure
posts to cart. 

Additional Features Transportation & Storage Carts for Other Products

Model #
PNPSC-22

Versatile, multi-use flat cart: top post
rack separates easily so it can be used
as a regular flat cargo cart. 

Padded surfaces: protect the post finish. 

Compatible with all manufacturer’s retractable or
conventional stanchions.  

Small storage footprint: store posts when not in use
instead of using up floor space. 

 

Swivel wheels: maneuver the cart easily but lock into
place when stationary.  

No assembly required: comparable carts can take up to
two hours to assemble. 

 

No tools 
required

Swivel wheels: maneuver the cart
easily and lock into place.   

MINI-SOCKET Mount Post Cart

FIXED/REMOVABLE Mount Post Cart

Post-N-Panel Cart (shown)

Other specialty carts for our products are available:

Vertical Post Storage Cart
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